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GATED LAYOUTS IN BBMP JURISDICTION ARE ILLEGAL AND BBMP ENGINEERS 

NEED TO UN-GATE THEM 

     

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bangalore: According to reports ,  Hundreds of citizens living safe and secure in their dream''gated communities' may be jolted to know that the BDA has suddenly 

woken up and has started redefining the term. The civic agency does not recognize these islands of privacy that have come up across the city. For the Bruhat Bangalore Mahanagara Palike too these gated premises 

are illegal.The civic agencies declare that these are nothing but unauthorized settlements and cannot be excluded from the rest of the city through a mere boundary wall.But urban experts say that civic agencies have 

no right to comment as it is they who have issued occupation certificates. They say that these private layouts are no different from government quarters.How did these layouts come about? "In our rulebook, there is 

no concept of gated communities. The developers take permission for the formation of layouts and construction of residential blocks. But they cannot block part of the layout from public access. That is not allowed in 

the laws and amounts to gross violation," says BDA. Every layout is required to earmark space for parks, roads and areas of common use, say authorities. These roads and parks inside the community come under 

the civic authorities, hence these communities can't claim exclusivity, they say.Builders do admit that there is no term called a gated community in the bylaws, developers use it for convenience purpose. 

 Gated layout within BBMP jurisdiction are illegal and unwarranted and against the law .As administration cannot allow few people to have gates and other few people not to have gates for their layouts.But 

Bnaglore itself can be gated for security reasons. Earlier in the history concept of Agasi Bagilo was in existence in all cities and towns. It is time to built gated  Towers with all modern gadgets for Bangalore and 

monitor the traffic coming in and out of Bangalore for security reasons  instead of gates for few layouts and no gates for few layouts in Bangalore .In its modern form, a gated community is a form of residential 

community or housing estate containing strictly controlled entrances for pedestrians, bicycles, and automobiles, and often characterized by a closed perimeter of walls and fences. Gated communities usually consist 

of small residential streets and include various shared amenities. For smaller communities this may be only a park or other common area. For larger communities, it may be possible for residents to stay within the 

community for most daily activities. Gated communities are a type of common interest development, but are distinct from intentional communities.Given that gated communities are spatially a type of enclave, Setha 

M. Low, among other anthropologists, has argued that they have a negative effect on the net social capital of the broader community outside the gated community. Some gated communities, usually called guard-

gated communities, are staffed by private security guards and are often home to high-value properties, and/or are set up as retirement villages. Some gated communities are secure enough to resemble fortresses and 

are intended as such.Features: Amenities available in a gated community depend on a number of factors including geographical location, demographic composition, community structure, and community fees 

collected. When there are sub associations that belong to master associations, the master association may provide many of the amenities. In general,  the larger the association the more amenities that can be provided. 

Amenities also depend on the type of housing. For example, single-family-home communities may not have a common-area swimming pool, since individual home-owners have the ability to construct their own 

private pools. A condominium, on the other hand, may offer a community pool, since the individual units do not have the option of a private pool installation.Typical amenities offered can include one or more   

Swimming pools  Tennis courts  Community centres or clubhouses  Golf courses  Marina  On-site dining   Playgrounds  Exercise rooms including workout machines ,  Spa.Apartment Complexes can have Gates: 

"For a property measuring up to 20,000 sq mtr or 4.95 acres, a developer need not have to obtain a development plan. Only building plan is required. Once the building plan is obtained, the developer can build 

boundary walls and call it gated community.Township and Layouts cannot have gates:  However, in the same property, measuring up to 20,000 sq mtr or 4.95 acres if the builder develops a residential layout, then 

the roads will be relinquished with the civic agencies and it becomes a public road.'' Thiers is no confusion on the definition of  gated citizens as apartment complexes are not layouts or town ships as defined in the 

Act.. 

         

No recognition to gated enclaves or Gated Layouts or Gated townships by BDA and BBMP:Any layout or township coming up out side the jusrisdiction of BDA/BBMP was coming up earlier it was OK for security 

reasons. But once the area is brought under BDA/BBMP  the gates need to be un-gated as their cannot be gates to few layouts and no gates for few layout as security of city is concerned  .A rude shock awaits those 

living in the  safe  ''gated communities'' in the City which were recently brought under BBMP jurisdiction as they need to be un-gated as BBMP is planning to have  Gates –Mega towers on all major roads entering 

Bangalore for the safety of Bangalore Citizens instead of gates to few layouts .Earlier the history  concept of Agasi Bagilo was in existence in all cities and towns  . The major civic agencies do not recognise the islands 

of privacy that have sprouted across the metro and its suburbs. The Bangalore Development Authority and the Bangalore Metropolitan Regional Development Authority (BMRDA) and BBMP Bruhat Bangalore 

Mahanagara Palike in their rules had no provision for a “gated community”.  And also they does not recognise the concept of gated community under the Bangalore gates towers. The information furnished by the 

three  prominent planning agencies of the City is likely to give a rude shock to hundreds of citizens who believed that they were ‘protected’ from the outside world by building a wall around their luxury homes. Once 

the area comes in BBMP and taxes are collected by BBMP it is duty of BBMP to maintain  the civic amenities in these so-called gated communities.  “There is no such factor derived in By-law”.Further  the BDA said 

such layouts where houses/apartments have been constructed with approval from the Authority cannot claim ownership of the civic amenities within its campus. “It is mandatory and once the developer hands over 

the ownership to the Government, it becomes public property and general public will be allowed to use it,” responded the BDA. The BMRDA in its response to the same question echoed the BDA’s response. “It is not 

defined in the zonal regulations.”That means the civic agencies can act against any violation of building by-law rules by the developers of gated communities, of many have been reported. But, in effect the civic 

agencies may have, in many cases, violated their own laws, allowing reputed builders and developers of layouts in ‘encroaching’ on public property for the luxury of a few who can afford to pay.“The concept of a 

gated community was never there prior to the 90s. While they may have mushroomed across the City, it never has posed us any sort of a problem, barring a few,” newly added areas admitted to  BBMP jurisdiction 

.The South City complex on Bannerghatta Road is the most prominent a gated community encroaching upon public property. On June 9, 2011, the outer wall of the complex was demolished on allegations of the 

project encroaching upon a storm-water drain and obstructing pedestrian movement. Officers of the BDA believe that the ‘gated communities’ are only formed to provide security to its residents. “While there may 

not be a legal sanction, reasons of security and protection for its residents drive them to construct a wall around its Layout. We are not bothered by such actions as they do not threaten the common man,” said a 

BDA officer.But the Authority would intervene if the complex ‘encroaches’ upon those areas which are defined in the Masterplan 2015, mostly arterial roads, the officer said. 
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BBMP and BDA un-gates gated communities: Within Bangalore BBMP area few layout cannot have privileges gates and few are left of citizens need to be safe .The civic agency does not recognize these islands of 

privacy that have come up across the city. For the Bruhat Bangalore Mahanagara Palike too these gated premises are illegal. If this is allowed then every layout in Bangalore will gate their layout creating islands 

.The civic agencies declare that these are nothing but unauthorized settlements and cannot be excluded from the rest of the city through a mere boundary wall. The developers take permission for the formation of 

layouts and construction of residential blocks. But they cannot block part of the layout from public access. That is not allowed in the laws and amounts to gross violation," as per  BDA commissioner . layout is 

required to earmark space for parks, roads and areas of common use, say authorities. These roads and parks inside the community come under the civic authorities, hence these communities can't claim exclusivity, 

.Builders do admit that there is no term called a gated community in the bylaws, developers use it for convenience purpose..'' 

Echoing the concerns of gated residents, few people feel that "When they came to Bangalore about ten years ago, they  stayed in an independent house. But the reason they  moved into a gated community is because 

of security and amenities. It might be called as a gated community, but for  outsiders, they find like-minded people living in  neighborhood. They  like to stay in a gated community for its cosmopolitan culture. Civic 

agencies must make provisions for gated communities.’ But BDA chief  has no answer for them.  "It is believed that many such communities take permission from the panchayats and obtain layout plan from the 

BDA."What is their future? Will BDA take action? BDA reply may come as a relief to the residents. He says: I don't know what can be done if there are violations. It is left to the government.’ Though BDA throws 

up its hands, here is a case where residents of a gated community off Kanakapura main road faced problems in 2010. In 2010, BBMP had razed down the boundary wall of this gated community as it was blocking the 

road for the villages.  

The residents had questioned the builder, but got no answer and the wall is still not rebuilt. "THEY have made temporary security measures, but there is no concrete wall. They bought property thinking it will be a 

gated community. They have paid crores of rupees to live in a posh locality secluded from urban civic menace. But the reality is different,'' says a resident. Concerns of gated residents can be solved by gating entire 

Bangalore at each entry. 

THE OTHER SIDE: In Concord Homes, a gated community near Kudlu gate (close to Electronic city), residents face civic apathy. As theirs is a gated community, BBMP's pourakarmikas do not sweep their  streets. 

The developer has forgotten the buyers and there is hardly any maintenance. They  pay tax to BBMP and it is its responsibility to provide them amenities. They don't mind sharing roads with the civic agencies, but 

we must be given facilities.''.BDA & BBMP talk rules & are correct. At the same time they should also educate the general public that a draft has been forwarded to give Gated communities its legal status. Residents 

pay taxes(property, garbage cess, education etc) in spite of being in gated areas. And at the same time manage their own community without any halaabol! Hey let people live in peace. And not disturb peace.If the 

gated community has paid for security and parks etc, they should continue to pay and maintain them.  

The gated community is just a marketing tactics to prevent local authority to have say the common roads etc.. The developer has taken a ride on the people and the government/local authority by misusing the gray 

areas all over the country using some models which are not relevant in India. This will also provoke communities for not getting together but help in separation of communities on different fault lines.If BDA un-gates 

the gated communities, will they provide security, cleaning, maintenance of the roads and parks etc. Belongs to the lay out. : It is time to built gated Towers for Bangalore and monitor the traffic coming in and out of 

Bangalore for security reasons instead of gates for few layouts and no gates for few layouts in Bangalore. 

Apartment Complexes can have Gates: "For a property measuring up to 20,000 sq mtr or 4.95 acres, a developer need not have to obtain a development plan. Only building plan is required. Once the building plan is 

obtained, the developer can build boundary walls and call it gated community.Township and Layouts cannot have gates:  However, in the same property, measuring up to 20,000 sq mtr or 4.95 acres if the builder 

develops a residential layout, then the roads will be relinquished with the civic agencies and it becomes a public road.'' Thiers is no confusion on the definition of  gated citizens as apartment complexes are not layouts 

or town ships as defined in the Act.. 
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CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years 

in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help 

you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476 E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 

 

 


